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ABSTRACT
T
Inn this paper, we
w present two novel
n
concepts for understandin
ng
innterdependence in a human-rob
bot system; unceertainty scope an
nd
sp
sphere of influen
nce. Uncertainty scope is about the
t magnitude an
nd
range of the unccertainty introdu
uced by a chang
ge in the humaanm
machine system. Sphere of inffluence providess a more detaileed
uunderstanding of
o who is inteerdependent and
d how they are
a
innterdependent. We
W use Interdep
pendence Analy
ysis Tables whicch
aare unique in th
he way they mo
odel the interdeependence amon
ng
pparticipants in th
he joint activity. We have demon
nstrated how theese
nnew concepts caan be applied using our experim
mental domain an
nd
ddemonstrated how
h
they can
n lead to greeater insight in
uunderstanding the experimental results.
r

C
Categories and
a Subjectt Descriptorrs
H
H.1.2 [Models and
a Principles]: User/Machine Systems – huma
an
fa
factors.

guidelinnes to assist ssystem developpers as they m
make design
choicess in the envisiooned sophisticateed human-robott systems of
the futuure. The hypothhesis for our lastt experiment [8]] was that as
autonom
my increased, system perform
mance and userr preference
would increase—up too a point. We prredicted that at some point,
my would be outtweighed by
the bennefits from increeasing autonom
its disaadvantages. In tthis case, the m
major disadvantaage was the
reducedd user visibility (“opacity”) of what the system
m was doing
as autoonomy increasees. Our expectaations were borne out, as
shown in Figure 1, dem
monstrating bothh the anticipatedd increase in
opacityy and inflection point (increase followed by a ddecrease) in
user prreference. This inflection in pperformance is due to the
competting factors off reduction in workload and increase in
opacityy as autonomy iss increased. Whiile the predictionns held, they
cried oout for explanation of what speccifically caused the reversal
and whhy it occurred beetween treatmentts 3 and 4.
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11. INTROD
DUCTION
Inn contrast to thee nearly exclusiv
ve emphasis of th
he past on militaary
aand industrial applications, today’s goal for
fo robotics also
eenvisions collab
borative or coo
operative system
ms that enhance
hhuman experiencce and productiivity in everydaay life. This go
oal
ccaptures the exp
pectations of fu
uture robotic sysstems in virtuallly
eevery kind of ap
pplication, and the
t more sophissticated roles theey
aare expected to play
p [2].
P
Paradoxically, ho
owever, although people are inccreasingly lookin
ng
ffor “collaborativ
ve” or “cooperattive” robots, theese terms are sttill
ddifficult to deffine—and even more challen
nging to map to
eengineering guid
delines. So, we come to the quesstion: exactly wh
hat
m
makes a collaborrative or cooperaative robot? Thee Coactive Desig
gn
aapproach [8] sug
ggests that suppo
ort for interdepen
ndence is both th
he
ddistinguishing feature
fe
of collab
borative robots and the centrral
oorganizing princiiple informing in
nteraction design
n.
Inn order to study
y interdependencce in the context of a human-rob
bot
ssystem, we deveeloped a simple joint activity teestbed in which to
aanalyze joint activity [9]. We haave begun a seriies of experimen
nts
uusing this testb
bed with the goals of deveeloping a rich
her
uunderstanding off interdependencce, developing analysis
a
tools an
nd
m
methodologies, and eventuallly producing principles an
nd

Figuree 1 Exit survey results of the p
participant’s raankings for
utonomy treatm
ments. The reesults show th
he expected
the au
decreaase in workload expected from
m increased autoonomy. The
resultss show reduceed awareness (increased opaacity) with
increassed autonomy aas we predicted.
In this paper, we pressent two novel concepts for unnderstanding
ty scope and
interdeppendence in a hhuman-robot sysstem; uncertainty
sphere of influence. A
Along with these concepts we prresent novel
analysiis techniques forr examining eacch. We apply theese concepts
to help understand the results in Figurre 1, both demonnstrating the
techniqque and providinng a deeper anaalysis of the ressults. Before
we intrroduce the conceepts, we will disscuss some backkground and

related work as well
w as provide a brief descripttion of the BW4
4T
ddomain.

22. BACKGROUND AN
ND RELAT
TED WORK
K
T
Traditional apprroaches to human-robot system
ms design usuallly
eemploy task deco
omposition and allocation. The most well-know
wn
eexample of this approach is su
upervisory control [15], in whicch
ppeople allocate tasks
t
to one or more
m
machines and then monittor
thheir performancce. To address requirements for variable taask
aallocation in diffferent situations, there has been
n interest dynam
mic
aand adaptive fun
nction allocation—
—also known in
n slightly differeent
fforms as adjustaable autonomy, dynamic task allocation,
a
slidin
ng
aautonomy, flexib
ble autonomy, or
o adaptive auto
omation.1 In eacch
ccase, the system
m must decide at runtime wh
hich functions to
aautomate and to what level of au
utonomy [12]. The
T challenge wiith
thhese approachess is identifying what
w
to adjust an
nd when to adju
ust
itt. This challenge is further complicated
c
beccause it is ofteen
ddifficult to predicct the impact a change
c
may havee on the system as
a whole in a giveen context. Marrch and Simon point
p
out that “on
ne
ppeculiar characteeristic of the asssignment problem
m is that, if takeen
liiterally, problem
ms of coordinatiion are eliminatted” [10]. This is
bbecause approacches based on allocation
a
unreaalistically tend to
iggnore what March
M
and Simo
on describe as “the contingeent
ccharacter of activ
vities” [10]. Any
y significant form
m of collaboratio
on
ccannot be fully addressed throu
ugh mere task decomposition
d
an
nd
aallocation. Such an approach succceeds only wheen all subtasks caan
bbe addressed ind
dependently of one another. However,
H
it is th
he
jooint nature of key
k tasks that defines
d
the hearrt of collaborativ
ve
aactivity—and it is the effective management off interdependence
thhat makes such work possible. Therefore, effecctive managemeent
oof systems with autonomy
a
requirres an understand
ding of the impaact
a change may haave on the interd
dependence in th
he human-machin
ne
ssystem.
P
Past research on
n interdependencce in the social sciences includ
des
thhe work of Tho
ompson [16]. Th
he three types of interdependence
hhe identified (p
pooled, sequenttial and recipro
ocal) have som
me
relevance for hum
man-machine deesign, but are inssufficient to cov
ver
thhe nuances of collaboration.
c
Other
O
research communities
c
hav
ve
ddeveloped Hierarrchical Task An
nalysis (HTA) [1
1] as a method for
f
iddentifying and decomposing complex tasks. Cognitive Task
A
Analysis (CTA) [4][13] has exteended this metho
odology to includ
de
a representation of the knowleedge and reaso
oning required to
pperform tasks. Goal-Directed
G
Taask Analysis (GD
DTA) [5] is a typ
pe
oof CTA which includes situation awareness req
quirements. Theese
aapproaches, wh
hile useful, ty
ypically focus only on task
ks.
Innterdependence in a team can bee due to more than just the task.

33. THE DO
OMAIN
Inn order to follow the analysis, it is necessaary to provide an
a
uunderstanding of the BW4T domain. BW4T is a multi-play
yer
ssimulation envirronment for joint activity (Fig
gure 2). The task
eenvironment is composed of nine
n
rooms conttaining a rando
om
aassortment of blo
ocks and a drop off area for the goal. Each play
yer
ccontrols one sim
mulated robot. This robot can be moved betweeen
rooms to pick up
p and drop off blocks.
b
In one recent
r
experimen
nt,
posed of two players: one humaan and the otherr a
teeams were comp
ssoftware agent. The two playerrs worked towaard a shared teaam
ggoal, namely to pick
p
up and deliiver colored bloccks to a drop zon
ne
inn a specified order.
o
Neither player
p
can see what
w
the other is
ddoing. Players caan only see objects within their current room, an
nd
oonly one player is allowed insid
de a given room at a time. Humaan
1

For more detailled critiques of th
hese approachess, see [3] and [7].

playerss control their own robot to move around and deliver
blocks.. They also coontrol their ageent partner thrrough menu
selectioon of commannds, allowing thhe agent teamm
mate to be
directedd in order to proovide assistancee toward achieviing the team
goal.

Figuree 2 BW4T Interrface for a singgle human playeer with one
partner. Roomss contain block
ks which must b
be delivered
agent p
accord
ding to the goal sequence speciffied below the m
map.
For thiis experiment, we designed oour agent playyer to work
“perfecctly,” meaning tthat they never failed to perfoorm the task
assigneed by the humaan teammate. Thhe algorithm chhosen as the
basis ffor the agent bbehavior is bassed on the moost common
approacch observed in hhuman players. The algorithmicc solution is
shown on the left sidde of Figure 33. The main gooal (a color
sequencce) is composedd of several subggoals (individuall colors). To
achievee any given suubgoal, you sim
mply find the bblock of the
approprriate color and deliver it. The overall task (yeellow box in
Figure 3) can be thougght of as being composed of several “find”
tasks (rred box in Figuree 3) and several “deliver” tasks (blue box in
Figure 3). These tasks are in turn compposed of decisionn and action
primitivves. The actioon primitives innclude going tto a room,

eentering the roo
om, going to a block, picking up a block, an
nd
pputting down a block.
b
The two main
m
decisions are:
a 1) whether to
loook for a block or to deliver a block,
b
and 2) wh
hich room to go to
inn order to look for
f a block.
Inn order to comp
pare the effects of increasing and
a decreasing th
he
aautonomy of thee agent playerss, we needed to
o define differeent
aautonomy treatm
ments. Addition
nally, we needeed some way to
pprovide ordinal relationships
r
bettween the treatm
ments so we cou
uld
ddefine which treaatment had “mo
ore” autonomy. The
T vertical blacck
liines or bands in
n Figure 3 are used
u
to indicate the portion of th
he
aalgorithm that acctivity covers “aautonomously.” Within the blacck
bband, the agent can
c be considered at Sheridan’s [19] highest leveel,
aas the agent willl perform every
ything necessary
y to complete th
he
taask specified by
y the band. Outtside the band th
he agent is at th
he
loowest level and is completely
y reliant on th
he human for all
a
ddecisions and acctions. The negllect tolerance [1
15], meaning ho
ow
loong the agent can
c perform its duties effectivelly without humaan
inntervention, is in
ndicated by the length of the baand. Note that th
he
leength of the ban
nd covers a portion of the algoriithm and does not
n
ddirectly correlatee to length of tiime since some tasks take long
ger
thhan others. How
wever, longer bands
b
cover morre sections of th
he
aalgorithm, thus, in
i general, they entail
e
more auto
onomy.

4. In
nterdependeence Analyssis Techniqu
ues
We nnow present tw
two novel conncepts for unnderstanding
interdeppendence in a hhuman-robot sysstem; uncertaintyy scope and
sphere of influence. Along with thhese concepts we present
analysiis techniques foor each. Applicaation of these teechniques is
explainn using the BW44T domain descriibed in Section 33.

4.1 U
Uncertaintyy Scope
Uncertaainty scope is about the magnitude and raange of the
uncertaainty introduced by a change in tthe human-machhine system.
This unncertainty can ccome from a variety of sourcees including
decisioons, iterative taasks, dynamic environments, adversarial
environnments, and aggent competencyy. The scope iss about the
potentiaal for entropy or unpredictabbility in the system. The
magnituude of the scoppe is related to the number of options and
their prrobabilities [18].. The range of thhe scope is aboutt the span of
activityy over which thaat uncertainty is ddistributed. Unccertainty that
affects only isolated aaspects of a taskk has a smaller uncertainty
many aspects of a task. Both
scope tthan uncertainty which affects m
magnituude and range play a role in overall scope. In general,
activitiees with broaderr uncertainty scoope are more likkely to have
unexpeected negative side effects.
The unncertainty’s imppact is realized in different waays. Often it
results in suboptimal chhoices due to the lack of inform
mation. It can
also leead to redundaant behavior aand inefficiencyy, resource
conflictt, blocking behaavior, delays duue to hesitation aand reduced
confideence or trust in thhe system. All oof these have thee potential to
have a negative imp
mpact on system
m performancee and user
satisfacction.
It is iimportant to noote that the unncertainty scope does not
necessaarily correspondd to what peoplee sometimes calll the “level
of autoonomy”, though it often may. Thhis is because thhe amount of
ways directly rrelate to uncerrtainty. For
activityy does not alw
examplle, a lot of preddictable activityy can have less uncertainty
than a ssingle unpredictaable act.

F
Figure 3 Defin
ning Autonomy
y Treatments for BW4T. Th
he
ooverall task (yelllow box) can be
b thought of ass being composeed
oof several “find
d” tasks (red box) and severa
al “deliver” task
ks
(blue box). These tasks are in turn composed
d of decision an
nd
aaction primitivees.
T
Treatment 1 requ
uires the human
n player to direcct the agent play
yer
uusing only the action primittives. This is very much lik
ke
teeleoperation. Our
O remaining three
t
treatmentts were carefullly
ddesigned to isolate different aspects. Treaatment 2 simp
ply
ccombines action primitives, butt does not inclu
ude any decision
ns.
T
Treatment 3 maainly adds a single
s
decision (which room to
ssearch). Treatmeent 4 adds a seccond decision (w
whether to find or
ddeliver) which makes the task “fully au
utonomous”. No
N
ccoordination or collaboration
c
su
upport is provideed other than task
aassignment and reporting
r
of the completion statu
us after the task is
ccompleted.

Uncertaainty scope cann be useful duuring the designn stages to
comparre different desiign choices. It ccan also be usedd to analyze
existingg systems to bettter understand tthe sources of unncertainty in
a system
m and the potenntial impact of tthat uncertainty.. This could
be usedd to help decide what to change or improve in thhe system. It
can alsoo highlight the aaspects of the syystem where more advanced
collabooration techniquees might be neceessary to compennsate for the
uncertaainty. Uncertainnty scope could also be valuabble for realtime addjustable autonoomy strategies thhat have to makke decisions
about w
what to adjust annd when to adjusst it.

4.1.1 Analysis Tecchnique
In ordeer to analyze a system’s uncerrtainty, we sugggest a rough
estimatte using somethiing similar to Shhannon’s entroppy [18] from
informaation theory. Shhannon’s uncertainty measures the average
ambiguuity of the receivved signal. We aare interested in the average
ambiguuity in an autonnomous block oof activity. Anotther way to
view itt is that we aare interested inn determining tthe average
missingg information content for a particular autonomy
configuuration. The maagnitude of the uuncertainty is reelated to the
numberr of options aand their probbabilities. For example, a
predictaable action addds no uncertaintyy. Similarly, a sequence of
predictaable actions addds no uncertaintyy. However, a deecision does
add soome uncertainty based on the probability disttribution. In
generall, the more ooptions availablle and the moore equally
distribuuted the probaabilities, the ggreater the maagnitude of
uncertaainty. Iterative ccycles can also aadd some uncerrtainty if the
numberr of cycles is a variable depenndent on circumsstance. This

teechnique can typ
pically provide a rough estimatee of the magnitud
de
oof uncertainty. More
M
rigorous numerical
n
methods may produ
uce
im
mproved quantittative metrics, but it is unclear whether
w
the high
her
ccost of such techniques would prrovide results of greater value.
W
We must also consider
c
the ran
nge of affect thee uncertainty will
w
hhave on the sysstem. This inclu
udes considerin
ng the number of
aactivities affecteed as well as the number of team membeers
aaffected. This will be easier explained witth the followin
ng
eexample.

44.1.2 Applica
ation Examplee
Inn our experimen
ntal domain, ageent competence is
i not a factor an
nd
oonly decisions an
nd iterative cyclees play a role in
n uncertainty. No
ote
thhat in real world
d applications, this
t would not be
b the case due to
ppotentially fraiil autonomy and dynamic or adversariial
eenvironments.

the deccision in treatm
ment 3, as show
wn in Figure 4.. The range
includees goal selectionn which is inheerently coupled to the other
team m
members.
One off the results from
m our experimeent [8] was that treatment 4
had thrree times the nuumber of occurrrences of playeers blocking
each otther from enterinng rooms, as shoown in Figure 5. Uncertainty
scope ccan help explainn why there weere more resourcce conflicts.
Both trreatments introduuce autonomouss decisions that ccould lead to
resourcce synchronizatiion conflicts. H
However, treatment 4 has a
much bbroader uncertaainty scope. Thhis increase in uncertainty
leads too less predictabiility which we aattribute as the ccause for the
increassed conflicts.

C
Consider treatmeent 2 in Figure 3,
3 which basicallly combines som
me
aaction primitivess into a single sequential
s
task (blue grouping in
F
Figure 4). The scope is limited
d to a single sequential
s
proceess
w
without any posssible variation an
nd thus no uncertainty.

Figuree 5 Number of ttimes a human player is blockeed by their
agent teamm
mate during BW
W4T experimen
nt
F
Figure 4 Relattive sizes of Uncertainty
U
Sco
ope for different
aaspects of BW
W4T algorithm. The delivery task has more
aactivity, but lesss uncertainty than the find task, while th
he
cchoice to find orr deliver is broa
ader in scope th
han both.
N
Now consider treeatment 3 in Fig
gure 3, in which the ability to fin
nd
a color is autom
mated. Though this makes usee of fewer actio
on
pprimitives than the delivery tassk (red grouping
g in Figure 4), it
inncludes a decission about whiich room to seearch which ad
dds
ppotential variabillity. Even though
h the algorithm is
i static and easiily
uunderstood, theree is still variabillity in context because the humaan
w
will be unaware of the agent’s lo
ocation and its current
c
knowledg
ge
aabout block locations, both off which effect the
t decision (i.ee.,
ccontingent charracteristics of activity [13]). There are nin
ne
ppossibilities for which room to search. The tassk to find a collor
aalso includes a cy
yclical process to
t allow searchin
ng repeatedly un
ntil
thhe color is found. This also add
ds uncertainty, because the humaan
w
will be unaware if the agent willl complete the taask in one cycle or
nnine (number of rooms in BW4T
T). While automating the find task
inncreases the maagnitude of the uncertainty,
u
the range
r
is still fairrly
ssmall (the indiv
vidual search tassk). The only impact
i
on otherr’s
aactivities is the potential for room occupancy conflicts, and th
he
pprobability of thaat is fairly low (1
1:9).
T
Treatment 4 is much
m
broader in scope
s
(yellow in
n Figure 4), thoug
gh
itt merely includ
des one addition
nal decision. The
T scope of th
his
ddecision ranges across the entirre task domain and encompassses

4.2 S
SPHERE O
OF INFLUEN
NCE
The sccope of the unceertainty providees some intuitioon about the
magnituude and range oof uncertainty a change in autonnomy might
have, bbut it does not prrovide specific ddetails about how
w each team
membeer’s activities aree specifically afffected by that unncertainty.
Sphere of influencee is about identifying thhe specific
interdeppendencies amoong participants in a joint acctivity. The
conceppt is being inntroduced as a way to caapture how
interconnnected team m
members are, as well as how intterconnected
any asppect of the task iis to the team m
members. Besidess identifying
how paarties are conneected, it also provides some iddea of how
much th
they are connectted, though it is not a quantitatiive measure.
Sphere of influence is more than just a single party’s ddependence.
It is aabout the recipprocal nature of the relationshhip. It also
represeents more than sstrict dependencce because it alsso considers
soft intterdependencies [10].
In som
me sense, sphere of influence heelps define whatt constitutes
commoon ground in joiint activity. It m
maps out the knoowledge and
understtanding that thee participants m
must develop aand hold in
commoon. It can also hhelp define the coordination beehaviors and
needs oof a human-roboot system as auttonomy is beingg developed.
Rather than focusing ssolely on suppleementing limitattions, sphere
of influuence also helpps identify the ppotential opporttunities in a
system through inclussion of soft innterdependenciess. This can

ppotentially provide guidance to designers trying
g to develop nov
vel
ssupportive behav
viors in their adv
vanced collaboraative systems.
M
Much like unceertainty scope, sphere of influ
uence is potentiial
uuseful both at deesign time and at
a run-time. While is provides leess
innformation abou
ut the magnitudee of uncertainty,, it provides mucch
m
more specific detail
d
about how
w the human-m
machine system is
innterdependent.

44.2.1 Interdep
ependence Analysis Table
T
To assess and viisualize the spheere of influence we developed an
a
aanalysis methodo
ology that we call
c the Interdep
pendence Analyssis
(IA) Table. It is similar in spiritt to Goal Directted Task Analyssis
a
with relevant
r
situatio
on
[5] in that it extends task analysis
aawareness inform
mation upon which
w
the task is
i dependent. We
W
eextend these typees of analysis too
ols by:


allowin
ng for more typ
pes of interdepeendence than ju
ust
task deependency



allowin
ng for competency assessment



allowin
ng for soft constrraints



allowin
ng for potentially
y concurrent actiivity



represeenting other paarticipants in th
he activity, eith
her
individ
dually, as categorries or even by roles
r



represeenting
team
interdependen
ncies
includin
ng
interdeependence acrosss goals or based on organization
nal
structu
ure

While the FE
indicatees that the robott cannot meet thee requirement. W
robot ccan recognize thee tool with somee reliability less than 100%,
it has nno capability of rrecognizing the rrock sample on iits own.
The otther columns uunder team intterdependence address the
teammaates. In this exam
mple, there are tthree; a robot caaddie (which
we willl simply refer tto as caddie to distinguish it ffrom the FE
robot) tto assist with liifting, a human operator capable of driving
the robbot remotely, annd a geology sppecialist. The coolor scheme
used is different than tthat of the first ccolumn. For thee teammates,
green iindicates that thhe FE does noot need anythingg from this
teammaate. Yellow reppresents soft inteerdependence, m
meaning the
focal roobot does not reequire help as a necessity but could benefit
in somee way from this team member. F
For example, sinnce the robot
has lesss than perfect oobject recognitioon, any of the hhuman team
membeers could provide assistance. Soft dependenccies are not
limitedd to supplemennting poor perrformance. Theyy can also
indicatee useful suppoort for perfectlyy capable indivviduals. For
examplle, the robot cann navigate to thee tool room on its own, but
the opeerator may be aable to provide useful informattion about a
passageeway being bloccked. Orange is a stricter constraaint in that it
requirees a contributionn to the effort. Inn our example, thhis is shown
as the ccaddie being reqquired to contribuute to lifting thee heavy tool.
Red inddicates completee dependence, suuch that the team
mmate must
meet thhe requirement ccompletely. In our example, the geologist is
requireed to recognize thhe rock sample oof interest.

T
The IA process begins
b
like tradittional HTA, deco
omposing the task
too an appropriatee level of granullarity. The tasks column of Figu
ure
6 shows a hypoth
hetical example plan for using a particular tool to
aanalyze a rock
k sample on location.
l
We then
t
add a taask
ddependencies collumn to capture requirements in
n a manner simillar
too CTA or GDTA
A. However, wee do not limit thiis to information
nal
nneeds and includ
de such things ass sensing needs, perception need
ds,
ddecision needs and
a action needs. This enables consideration for
f
ssupplementing teeam members in
n any of these arreas. Our Figuree 6
eexample only lissts a single task
k dependency per
p task item, but
b
thhere can be multiple
m
dependencies. Next we
w add the teaam
innterdependenciees.
T
The team interd
dependencies column
c
is comp
posed of severral
ccolumns. The first
f
column represents the peerspective of th
he
inndividual we aree focusing on, which
w
we call thee focal entity (FE
E).
T
The remaining columns
c
represeent the other participants
p
in th
he
jooint activity. Th
he columns can be
b specific indiv
viduals, categoriees,
oor even roles. While
W
specific ind
dividuals may bee useful on smallsscale teams, we expect roles to be
b particularly valuable
v
for larg
ger
sscale teams.
T
The FE column in
i Figure 6 is fo
ocusing on a rob
bot that is chargeed
w
with analyzing a particular rock
k sample. In thiis column we use
u
ccolors to represeent the self-suffiiciency (i.e., cap
pability) and sellfddirectedness (i.e., authority) tho
ough one could potentially use a
ssub column for each.
e
Green indiccates that robot is
i able to meet th
he
requirements of the
t associated taask dependency.. For example, th
he
F
FE robot is able to navigate to the tool ro
oom without an
ny
aassistance. Yellow indicates the
t
robot is ab
ble to meet th
he
requirement but it is not 100% reliable.
r
For exaample, in order to
gget to the samp
ple the robot may
m need to traaverse a compleex
ooutdoor environm
ment so it’s reliaability at meeting
g this requiremeent
m
might be less than 100%. Orange
O
indicates the robot caan
ccontribute to the task but cannot do it on its own
n. In our examplle,
thhe robot may neeed to load a heeavy tool that itt is not capable of
liifting on its own, but can liift with assistaance. Finally, reed

nce Analysis Tab
ble for a
Fig ure 6 Example Interdependen
hypothetiical rock samplee analysis task
The IA
A Table providess a way to map and visualize thhe sphere of
influennce. It shows w
who is interdeppendent and hoow they are
interdeppendent. It is uuseful for compaaring changes inn autonomy,
which w
we will show inn the next sectionn. Although we focus on an
individdual, we will stilll consider the team as a whole. W
We can also
focus on different iindividuals by creating addittional, thus
providiing different perrspectives. IA extends traditioonal analysis
tools bby including thee aspects of behhavior that distinnguish it as
collaboorative or cooperrative.

44.2.2 Applica
ation Examplee
R
Referencing Figu
ure 3 as explan
nation of the treeatments, we will
w
nnow apply thesse concepts to analyze the results from th
he
eexperiment [8]. Specifically, wee are looking to
o understand wh
hy
thhe opacity change in treatment 4 was significan
ntly different theen
trreatment 3 and why
w it had such a negative impaact on the system
m,
aas demonstrated
d by the subjecctive assessmen
nt (Figure 1) an
nd
qquantitative erro
or measures succh as inefficien
ncy as shown in
(Figure 7).

Table 1 Interdependeence Analysis Table for the auttomation of
the deelivery-color-froom-room-to-room task in treaatment 3 of
the B
BW4T domain aalgorithm.
Team
Interdependence
Tassks
Go tthe
rooom

TTask Dependencee
wing where room is
Know
located
Know
wing how to get tthere

FE
(Agen
nt)

Human

G
Going to a room
m
Enterr the
rooom

Synchrronization door aaccess

Go tthe
bloock

Identtifying colored blocks

Pickk up
bloock

Synchrronization door aaccess

Go tthe
drop zzone

Enter a room
Going to block
Enter a room
wing where room is
Know
located
Know
wing how to get tthere
G
Going to a room
m

F
Figure 7 Averag
ge time holding the same color (inefficiency)
S
Space precludes a full presentatio
on of the full IA
A Table, so we will
w
sselect two speciffic pieces that highlight the diffferences. Consid
der
thhe Deliver-colo
or-from-room-to-room task in treatment 3. We
W
represent this in Table 1. The FE
F column indiccates that this task
aand all of its nuaances can be done completely autonomously
a
(i.e.
aall the action
ns and decisions are greeen). The on
nly
innterdependenciees are resourcee synchronizatio
on to coordinaate
eentering and leav
ving rooms, indicated by yellow
w shading. This is
aalso capable of being done ind
dependently sincce the player caan
oobserve the statu
us of the door th
hemselves. Howeever, performan
nce
ccan be improved
d if teammates co
oordinate the usee of rooms, whicch
aare restricted to one
o player at a tiime.
N
Now consider th
he Choose-to-fin
nd-or-deliver tassk in treatment 4.
T
Table 2 shows th
hat the task itselff has fewer sub--tasks, but that th
he
taask has more in
nterdependenciees. The FE colu
umn indicates th
hat
thhis task can bee done autonom
mously (i.e. the decision can be
b
m
made), but that not all of the information is attainable by th
he
aagent. Since team
mmates are not directly
d
observab
ble in this domaiin,
thhe status and intention
i
is nott available oncce automated. No
N
ccoordination meechanisms weree included in this
t
example, so
ssharing world sttate is also inhib
bited. Interesting
gly, both of theese
aare available in treatments
t
with less
l autonomy because
b
the humaan
iss making the deccision for the agent players. As we
w automate theese
ddecisions we reliinquish control to
t some extent and
a can potentiallly
ddecouple the natural mechanism
ms that allow us to deal with theese
innterdependenciees.

Table 2 Interdependeence Analysis Table for the auttomation of
the chooose-to-find-or--deliver task in
n treatment 4 off the BW4T
domain algorithm
Team
Interdependence
Tassks

Choosse to
find vs.
delivver a
colo red
bloock

TTask Dependencee
wing the current goal
Know
status

FE
(Agen
nt)

Human

Knowing the location of the
color block
Knowinng what teammaates are
ccurrently findingg
Knowinng what teammaates are
ng
cuurrently deliverin
Know
wing which subgo
oal is
m
most appropriatee
Decide to find or deliver

Compaaring Table 1 and Table 2 iit should be evident why
treatmeent 4 has a higheer average time holding the sam
me color (i.e.
redundaant activity) shoown in Figure 77. This is a direect result of
poor ggoal coordinatioon due to the reduced awarenness of the
teammaate’s status as a result of the auutomation of thee Choose-tofind-or--deliver task.
The C
Coactive design approach highhlights the reciprocal and
mutuallly constraining nnature of joint aactivity, so it is often useful
to lookk at a task from eeach player’s perrspective. Table 3 compares
ment 4 for booth the agent and human
treatmeent 3 to treatm
perspecctives. In treatm
ment 3 the robot is dependent onn the human

for quite a bit, but it is irrelevant because the human is responsible
for the decision. Treatment 4 allows the robot to make the
decision, but in doing so inhibits situation awareness in both
players by distributing it between the two players without
appropriate coordination mechanisms. Not only is the agent less
capable of making the proper decision due to the inability to
obtain appropriate situation awareness information, but the human
suffers in the same way. Had we provided the human with a
global viewpoint, enabling the missing situation awareness
information, this would have been an asymmetric relationship.
Table 3 Interdependence Analysis of the human and agent
player and comparison between autonomy treatments in the
BW4T domain

Tasks

Task
Dependence
Knowing the
current goal
status

Team Int.
Agt.

Hum.

Team Int.
Hum.

Agt.

Tasks
Finding
color in a
room

Knowing what
teammates are
currently finding
Knowing what
teammates are
currently
delivering

Decide to find or
deliver

Tasks

Knowing the
location of the
color block
Treatment
4
Choose to
find vs.
deliver a
colored
block

Knowing what
teammates are
currently finding
Knowing what
teammates are
currently
delivering
Knowing which
subgoal is most
appropriate
Decide to find or
deliver

Task Dependence
Sensing color blocks in the
room

FE
(Agent)

Human

Knowing which color is desired
Correlating sensing with
desired color

5. CONCLUSION

Knowing which
subgoal is most
appropriate

Task
Dependence
Knowing the
current goal
status

Table 4 Interdependence Analysis to identify the sphere of
influence for the supporting behavior of identifying colors in
the BW4T domain
Team
Interdependence

Knowing the
location of the
color block
Treatment
3
Choose to
find vs.
deliver a
colored
block

Although not a factor for this experiment, real world systems will
also need to address frail autonomy or limitations in competence
typical of real world robotic systems. Table 4 shows an example
of a robot with imperfect perceptual abilities (indicated by
yellow). This is another aspect not covered by traditional analysis
tools. The yellow in the human column indicates the potential for
the other human to assist in this task. The table provides insight
into the challenges in implementing such supporting behavior. In
this case, the human can match colors, but to provide this
assistance they would need to know which color is desired by the
individual and be able to receive the precepts about the colors in
the room, which is not currently available to them, as indicated by
the red in Table 4.

Team Int.
Agt.

Hum.

Team Int.
Hum.

Agt.

As part of the Coactive Design Analysis approach, we have
introduced the concepts of uncertainty scope and sphere of
influence. Uncertainty scope is about the magnitude and range of
the uncertainty introduced by a change in the human-machine
system. Sphere of influence provides a more detailed
understanding of who is interdependent and how they are
interdependent. The IA Table is unique in the way it models the
interdependence among participants in the joint activity. It also
allows for reciprocal perspective comparisons.
We have demonstrated how these new concepts can be applied
using our experimental domain and demonstrated how they can
lead to greater insight in understanding the experimental results.
These concepts and techniques can be used to guide a designer
toward what needs to be coordinated and why. In some sense, it
helps define what constitutes common ground in joint activity, the
knowledge and understanding that the participants must develop
and hold in common. They also help define the coordination
behaviors and needs of a human-robot system as autonomy is
being developed. The techniques can also be used to better
understand the impacts of runtime adjustments to autonomy in
other approaches such as adjustable autonomy and dynamic
functional allocation. Lastly, rather than focusing solely on
supplementing limitations, sphere of influence also helps identify
the potential opportunities in a system through inclusion of soft
interdependencies. If we truly desire to develop more
collaborative human-robot interaction, we must develop a richer
understanding of interdependence and these concepts are a step
toward this goal.
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